Most recommendation algorithms mainly make use of user history interactions in the model, while these methods often suffer from the cold-start problem (user/item has no history information). On the other sides, content features help on cold-start scenarios for modeling new users or items. So it is essential to utilize content features to enhance different recommendation models. To take full advantage of content features, feature interactions such as cross features are used by some models and outperform than using raw features. However, in real-world systems, many content features are incomplete, e.g., we may know the occupation and gender of a user, but the values of other features (location, interests, etc.) are missing. This missing-feature-value (MFV) problem is harmful to the model performance, especially for models that rely heavily on rich feature interactions. Unfortunately, this problem has not been well studied previously.
INTRODUCTION
: Model Learning with Feature Sampling Traditional recommendation algorithms include two major approaches, i.e., Content-Based (CB) and Collaborative Filtering (CF) methods. CF methods [10, 15] analyze the user and item historical feedbacks. CB approach [1] takes advantage of the user and item content information for recommendation, such as the occupation and income of users, and the titles, genres of movies.
However, the two types of information are not always available. When a new user or item with no historical information comes into the system, CF models fail to make recommendations, which is called the "Cold-Start" problem -a considerable problem in realworld recommender systems. Content information is unavailable or insufficient sometimes, which refers to missing feature values problem. For example, some items may have particular values on a certain feature but for other items the feature value may be missing, or some users are glad to provide their location and income information, but others may prefer to leave it blank. Although the cold-start problem has been well studied, how to handle the MFV problem in recommendation is largely ignored in previous works. The availability of content features can be immensely complicated.
Also, in deep neural networks, feature interactions like cross feature [7] and Bi-Interaction (BI) layer [13] have been verified to be helpful to improve the recommendation performance. Although multilayer perceptron (MLP) can learn low-rank relations, it is inefficient [4] . Cross features and BI layers are effective ways to help deep neural networks model feature interactions. However, MFVs have negative impacts on model performance, especially models relying on rich feature interactions. In deep neural networks, randomized values, zeros, or specific Unknown tags are usually used to fill in the missing values, making the model trainable and thus producing normal outputs. Once the model is trained, the missing value patterns in test cases can be different from what the model has ever seen in training cases and hence lead to errors. Besides, the true values of those unknown features on different users/items may be different from each other, so either considering them as randomized values or as the same Unknown label may introduce biases into the model learning. Feature interactions between unreliable representations will lead to even baneful influence. With these traditional treatments, the model will not perform well for the missing feature value cases, and our experiments show that this issue has a terrible impact on model performance.
To mitigate the effects of MFVs, we propose "Feature Sampling" (FS) strategies to help train the models. The brief illustration of the training process with FS is shown in Figure 1 . The main idea is to introduce more MFVs into the training process and thus help the model learn a representation of those unknown features. Random FS is further improved by an adaptive sampling and learning process for different data scenarios to give a more robust performance. Note that FS strategies are not specific for one model, but they are verified to be helpful for various models.
With the help of FS strategies, more feature interactions can be introduced to the models in the situation of MFVs. We propose a Content & Context -Content & Collaborate (CC-CC) model, which has a neural Content & Collaborate Module to integrate CF and CB. To enhance the deep neural network, which is good at generalizing, the CC-CC model has a linear Content & Context Module with a strong memorization ability. The model considers both raw features and feature interactions. On the linear Content & Context Module, it takes automatically or manually designed cross-features as inputs. In the neural Content & Collaborate Module, it uses Bi-Interaction layer to model second-order feature interactions and then uses MLP to learn even higher order feature interactions.
The proposed model is able to adjust the weights of information from different resources (historical feedback and content information) to make recommendations with the attention mechanism. When the content parts meet MFVs or unreliable inputs, the outputs will be more dependent on the historical feedback information. In warm scenarios, it considers both kinds of information, but in cold scenarios, it gives higher weights to the content information. Our model is different from previous deep neural network models based on global weights to model different types of information. The attention weights in CC-CC are adaptively adjusted according to the inputs during the testing procedure. The "Cold Sampling" [32] we adopt and the new "Feature Sampling" strategies we proposed help train the attention mechanism. The model has been evaluated on two public datasets and outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms on different scenarios.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
(1) We propose an adaptive Feature Sampling learning strategy to help deal with both the cold-start problem and the missing feature value problem. The strategy is verified to be helpful for different models to generate more robust results. 
RELATED WORK 2.1 Deep Recommendation Models
In this work, we focus on deep neural recommendation. In recent years, deep learning has shown its outstanding power in many fields like computer vision and natural language processing. The influence of deep learning has spread to the fields of information retrieval and recommendation. It helps to enhance the ability of traditional methods to model the non-linearity in data. For example, early models such as MDA-CF [26] and CVAE [27] combine matrix factorization with auto-encoders. CNN is a powerful structure to help model the visual information [11, 12] . RNN can be used to model the text data [2] or reviews [25, 38] . Some other research redesigned traditional algorithms in a neural way, for example, NCF [14] adopted a deep learning approach and JRL [37] adopted a representation learning approach to collaborative filtering. Sequential information such as a list of user-item interactions can also be modeled by RNN [17] [18] [19] or memory networks [6, 20] to help provide sequential recommendations. There exist some efficient models to combine content features with end-to-end ID embeddings. Wide&Deep [7] proposed by Google combines the deep neural network with a linear model. It has strong generalization ability based on the deep neural part and memorization ability based on the linear part. In the NFM [13] , both sparse IDs and content features are embedded into vectors to model feature interaction. These methods have shown remarkable performance on many datasets and in many scenarios, indicating that both raw features and feature interactions are useful, and integrating the content features and user-item interactions is helpful. However, a disadvantage of these methods is that they use global weights to model the information, which lacks the ability of adaption to better solve for the cold-start and MFV problems.
Missing Data & Feature Values
In CF methods, the rating matrix of items by users has many unobserved values. Missing ratings are usually assumed to be missing at random. Some works have shown that incorrect assumptions about the missing data can lead to biased parameter estimation and prediction, and non-random missing data assumption performs better [16, 28] .
Most of the previous works ignored that content features can also be missing in many situations. Although we can train the model with sufficient content features to handle the cold-start problem, the testing environment in real-world recommender systems is always changing and it usually suffers from the missing feature value problem. A traditional way to solve the problem is to fill the missing features with some valid values, what we call as "Missing Feature Value Imputation". Intuitively, MFVs can be filled with the most frequent feature values, uniformly randomized values, or values generated randomly according to the observed distribution. Furthermore, there exist some works using KNN-based [29] methods or autoencoders [3] to conduct missing data imputation. Most of these works are based on two assumptions: MFVs have the same or similar distribution with the observed feature values, and the data distribution of the training set is similar to that of the testing set. However, the testing distribution could be possibly different from training cases because user records in online environments are dynamic and difficult to predict. As a result, the imputation performance in the testing procedure is usually not guaranteed.
Cold-Start Recommendation
Cold-start is an important problem in recommendation and must be carefully considered in real-world recommender systems. For example, some works use a hybrid model to generate recommendation results [35, 36] . When new items come, the models give predictions according to the content-based part. Other researchers combine the content features with CF [33, 34] . These approaches take advantages of both CF and CB to handle the cold-start problems. However, they cannot adaptively balance the importance of different types of information for each user-item pair so as to benefit both cold-start cases and recommendation accuracy. ACCM [32] is proposed to address the problem by an attention mechanism to determine whether to use the user-item interactions or the content features to learn the user/item vectors. Warm users and items benefit from both kinds of information, but the vector representations of cold users/items are mainly learned from content features. However, it fails to consider the feature interactions and the adaptive importance between CF and CB, limiting its ability to model content information for the cold-start recommendation.
FEATURE SAMPLING (FS)
Although content features are sometimes easier to collect than historical interactions, they can be partially missing in real-world systems. Sometimes we use a specific Unknown tag to represent the missing feature values and learn them in the training procedure. We may also use some predicted or random values to replace the unknown values. However, in the test procedure or real-world online environments, content features can be diverse and complex, and the missing features could be different from the training cases. To alleviate the problem, we aim to introduce more complex and a larger amount of MFVs into the training procedure by sampling and hiding some feature values -without losing any useful information -to train a more robust model that can handle MFVs in the testing procedure. Two new sampling strategies are proposed here, namely random feature sampling and adaptive feature sampling.
Random Feature Sampling (RFS)
The main idea of RFS is to change some values in each batch data matrix. Let D = {d i, j } be the total training data matrix, where each row contains the user ID, item ID, and their feature values. d i, j = U nknown represents that the feature j in row i is unknown. Then, we randomly change some feature values by:
where s i, j ∈ {0, 1} is a random variable used to control if d i, j is to be changed or not, and it is generated from Bernoulli(β). β is the FS ratio controlling how many feature values are sampled in the strategy. When s i, j = 1, no matter whether d i, j is an observed feature value or not, it is modified to be unknown. The whole RFS process is shown in Figure 2 . In each epoch, the s i, j is regenerated so that different batch samples different features. Overall, as the training procedure advances, it tends to use all the information available. In this way, RFS brings more unknown feature values into the training procedure, so as to force the model to handle complex missing feature value situations and make the model more robust.
Adaptive Feature Sampling (AFS)
The previous RFS strategy brings some MFV into the training process. However, in real-world data, some feature columns may be relatively complete but others may be mostly missing. For those features that are mostly complete, sampling some of them to be unknown indeed brings more difficult training instances and forces the model to learn how to handle the missing values. However, if a feature column has only a few values and FS still changes some values to Unknown in each epoch, there may not be sufficient values to learn the features. RFS uses a constant probability β for all feature columns, and it needs to be manually tuned for satisfactory performance. Figure 3 : Adaptive Feature Sampling. The matrix is the training data matrix D = {d i, j }. White blocks are observed feature values, gray blocks are those feature values that are naturally missing in the dataset, and black blocks are sampled feature values replaced as Unknown. β e is to control how many values are sampled as unknown and p f determines which features have higher probabilities to be sampled.
Thus, we proposed the Adaptive Feature Sampling (AFS) strategy to address the problem. The process is summarized in Figure 3 . There are mainly two differences from RFS:
• FS ratio. During the training process, AFS will gradually increase the FS ratio β e in each epoch e until it gets a maximum FS ratio β ′ :
where β 0 is the initial FS ratio in the first epoch and ∆ is the increment of β e in each epoch. β e determines how many values should be sampled as unknown in the data matrix in each epoch e.
• Feature importance. The intuition is that if the model depends heavily on some features, then missing those features will significantly influence the model performance. The solution is to introduce some samples that miss those important features during training to make the model more robust. In each epoch, we first calculate the relevance of the features to the model predictions by the Layer-wise Relevance Propagation (LRP) [5] technology. We assume that if the LRP results show that a feature contributes more to the final results of the sample, then it is more important than other features. To avoid that missing too much important features harm the training process, a small number of important features are sampled to be unknown at the beginning of the training process, but increasingly more important features will be sampled along with the training.
The LRP results keep changing along with the training process. In our experiments, we generate new LRP results during each epoch. Formally, let the l f be the LRP feature importance of the feature f , ( f l f = 1). Then the probability to sample the value of feature f in a training instance (a row of the data matrix) is
where e is the current epoch, and σ (e) is a monotonically increasing function used to adjust the threshold σ (e) * max {l }, so that the important features (l f bigger than the threshold) have lower probabilities (0 < δ < 1 is used to decrease the probabilities) to be sampled as unknown at the beginning of the training process. Note that p f needs normalization so that f p f = 1. By doing these, AFS has at least two advantages compared to the simple RFS strategy. Firstly, the gradually increasing sampling probability provides a more robust training process. The max FS ratio β ′ is the parameter we should take into consideration, but it is less sensitive than a fixed FS ratio β. Secondly, AFS adaptively prevents the model from relying heavily on some features. If the values of some feature columns are mostly available or they are more important to the model, they will contribute more to the predictions, and LRP will be able to detect them by gradually sampling more of these features to be unknown.
Discussion on Feature Sampling
FS strategies are motivated by the "Cold Sampling" (CS) strategy [32] . The CS is designed for the attention mechanism in deep neural recommendation models. In traditional gradient-descentbased training processes, attention fails in cold-start scenarios while evaluating the vectors from historical information. This is because there are no cold samples in the training process -the model sees all users and items in the training set, but during the testing procedure, a new user's vector in the CF part remains untrained and its distribution is different from those trained vectors. In this situation, the output of the attention network will be unreliable. The key point to solve this problem is to introduce cold users/items into the training procedure, and hence help the model learn the attention weights in diverse cases. Shi et al. [32] proposed the CS training strategy to help the attention network learn what is cold-start and how to handle it.
However, FS strategy is different from CS. It is somehow a generalization of CS. If we regard the user/item IDs as some features and FS is conducted on the whole input data, including the user/item IDs, and let Unknown denote a cold user/item ID. Then we can find that by changing the user/item IDs to Unknown in some samples, FS brings some cold users/items into the training procedure, and a new ID that the model has never seen is considered as an Unknown ID. In this way, FS helps the model to learn a global embedding for the Unknown ID, which is a specific user/item ID. The embedding is used as the representation of all cold users/items, which can help to make recommendations in cold scenarios. Unlike FS, however, CS replaces the embeddings of user/item IDs with random vectors as the input of the attention network. It directly teaches the attention network to learn what the cold vectors look like. Then the attention network gives small weights to the cold user/item CF embeddings during testing. Overall, they both introduce some cold users/items into the training process, but CS focuses on teaching the attention network to adjust between different information resources -content or collaborative filtering. The FS strategy, instead, is not designed specifically for the attention network. So what is most important is that FS can be adopted on different deep neural models such as Wide&Deep [7] and NFM [13] . In our experiments, we conducted FS on content features in all of the models, while CS is conducted on the attention network of the ACCM [32] and our further proposed CC-CC model.
CONTENT & CONTEXT -CONTENT & COLLABORATE MODEL
With the help of FS strategies, more feature interactions can be utilized without worrying too much about MFVs. 
Content & Collaborate Module
CF and CB are based on different kinds of information. We believe that integrating the advantages of CF and CB can improve recommendation performance. In our model, the neural collaborative filtering vectors and content features are separated and finally combined by attention mechanism. The purpose of the attention network is to adjust the information source, so that the model can use the correct recommendation strategy in different scenarios (e.g., cold or unreliable content features). User and item information is used to form the user vector u and item vector v independently. Note that in the formulas, bold fonts are used to represent vectors and italic fonts mean scalars or entities. 4.1.1 Neural Collaborative Filtering. CF usually performs better with sufficient feedback. An effective CF structure is necessary for a good recommender algorithm. In neural networks, it is common to transfer sparse IDs into vectors through the embedding layer. Also, in neural recommendation models, user and item IDs are embedded as vectors [13, 14] . Similarly, in CC-CC, the user ID and item ID are embedded as a user CF vector u C F and an item CF vector v C F , respectively. The embeddings can be initialized randomly or with pre-trained CF vectors, and they are trained end-to-end by the historical feedbacks during the training procedure.
Neural Content
Interaction. The content features of users and items are usually diverse which contain real-values, multi-classes or even texts and images. To feed them into the neural networks, they are usually preprocessed and transferred into discrete and sparse one-hot or multi-hot vectors. The sparse inputs are then transferred into vectors through the embedding layers. In the deep neural parts of Wide&Deep [7] and ACCM [32] , they concatenate these embedding vectors and simply use fully-connected layers to model them. Although concatenation and fully-connected layers are the basic operations in the neural networks, they can hardly learn feature interactions. According to known experiences of feature engineering, feature interactions are helpful to learn the relationship between the features and the label. For example, the model may remember that a highly educated engineer ({education=Ph.D., occupation=engineer}) has a high income ({income=high}). Feature interactions make the model easier to remember this and are verified important to recommender systems [7, 13, 30] . One of the traditional ways to do feature interactions is Factorization Machine. In CC-CC, we adopt the Bi-Interaction (BI) layer to model the feature interactions. The BI layer is used in [13] and it works similarly as Factorization Machine in a neural way. Formally, let x i be the feature value and f i be the embedding vector of the i-th feature. Then the output vector of the BI layer is
The ⊙ here means element-wise product. The process of BI layer can be regarded as two steps. The first step is calculating the feature interactions x i f i ⊙ x j f j for each feature pair i, j. The second step is the sum-pooling which does an element-wise sum of these interaction vectors. It can also be the average-pooling here, and we take sum-pooling because it is easier to implement. So the output vector of the BI layer has the same size as feature vectors f i . Note that the BI layer can be computed in linear time by reformulating the Equation 4 as:
Then it can be finished in O(kN x ) time, the same as direct max (average) pooling of the first-order feature vectors, where k denotes the size of embeddings and N x denotes the number of non-zero entries in the input vector. The output vector of BI layer is concatenated with all the firstorder feature embeddings, and the long concatenation vector is then fed into the fully-connected layers to calculated the user CB vector u C B or item CB vector v C B . By taking this kind of feature interactions, the model captures second-order feature interactions in the low level, which can hardly be learned by fully-connected layers in Wide&Deep or ACCM. The formed interaction vector brings more information to the higher layer and provides a probability for fully-connected layers to learn even higher-order and non-linear feature interactions.
Attention Mechanism.
In different scenarios, e.g. for heavy or new users, CF and CB may have different importance for a personalized recommendation. Many previous models like Wide&Deep and NFM do not consider this and use global weights to model different types of information, and thus they do not have the ability to adapt the importance of CF and CB to solve the cold-start and MFV problems. We think it is a better way to combine different information sources by attention mechanism by dynamic weights for each user (item). Not only in the warm scenario but also it is of great significance in the cold start scenario [32] . Besides, attention can distinguish content vectors from unreliable feature inputs, which helps reduce the impact of the MFV.
Taking the user CF vector u C F and user CB vector u C B as the inputs, the attention weights are calculated as follows:
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h ∈ R t are the parameters of attention network, and t denotes the hidden layer size of the attention network. f is the activation function which can be relu, tanh, siдmoid, etc. The attention weights of item CF a v C F and CB a v C B are calculated in a similar way. The parameters of attention networks in the item part are shared with the user part because they have the same purpose to judge whether a vector is informative.
Then the user and item vectors are formed by the weighted sum:
and the user and item vectors u, v are used for further predictions.
Content & Context Module
Deep neural networks have strong generalization ability. By modeling the samples in the training set, they can predict with unseen or rarely seen feature combinations. However, they are weak in memorization, compared with traditional linear models, which can learn the direct relationships between features and final predictions [7] . For example, young teenagers may love comics more than the elders. Besides, except for the user and item interaction and content information, there is various informative context information in recommender systems such as time and other session-related features. 
where w is the weight vector and w i is the weight of the i-th feature. The module is also enhanced by the feature interactions. Different from the BI layer, cross features are used to better take advantages of the memorization ability of the linear module and form more variant features:
where {x j } is a subset of raw features x = {x i } and it means which features the cross-product is conducted on. For example, x i = 1 means the user is from Japan and x j = 1 means the book is in Italian. Then in a second order cross-product, since generally a Japanese does not prefer a book written in Italian, this c {x i ,x j } = x i x j = 1 will be negative; while if x j is the book in Japanese, c {x i ,x j } = x i x j = 1 is positive. Cross features c can be automatically generated or manually designed with experience. The cross features c finally are fed into the linear regression together with the raw features.
Output Layer
To combine the Content & Context Module and the Content & Collaborate Module, we use a summarization layer for final prediction:
where b is the total bias, which is a summarization of the global bias, user bias and item bias:
The output of the Content & Collaborate Module, user vector u and item vector v, are used to conduct a dot product. Surely they can be fed into more fully-connected layers or some other deep neural structures. We use the dot product in our tasks due to the computational efficiency and effectiveness, which is also commonly used in the literature [14, 32] .
The summarization layer is used to keep the linearity between the Content & Context Module and the final predictions so that it keeps the memorization ability. The experiments of our model are conducted on rating and click prediction tasks, so linear regression is adopted.
Loss Function
We use the RMSE loss to train our model. We not only are concerned about the final predictions, but also expect that the predictions of both CF and CB parts themselves are accurate. As a result, the final loss is formulated as follows:
The first term is the difference between the final predictions and the labels, and the second term is used to guide the CF and CB parts to generate meaningful and comparable vectors, where γ is the weight of this term,
It encourages CF and CB to learn their own structures and prediction abilities. The attention network evaluates the vectors and gives different weights to different information resources so that the model takes the best advantages of CF and CB even if there is no content or historical information. The last term is a L 2 -regularization, where τ is the L 2 -weight, and Θ represents all the model parameters. 
Model Discussion

CC-CC Attention Cross Feature,Bi-Interaction
Our proposed CC-CC aims to model different types of information adaptively for each user and item. Wide&Deep, NFM and some other deep models are also able to handle content, context and interaction information, but they use global weights for all users and items. However, disadvantages exist when some information sources are unavailable or unreliable, e.g., the problem of missing feedbacks in cold-start scenarios. Our CC-CC model uses the attention mechanism to adjust the recommendation strategy, which is adaptive to different scenarios. In particular, CC-CC uses Content & Context Module and Bi-Interaction layer to enhance the utility of content and context information. Moreover, it considers the feature interactions and improves the memorization ability of deep neural recommendation models. Comparison of our CC-CC with some state-of-the-art models is concluded in Table 1 .
EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS 5.1 Datasets
We conducted our experiments on two datasets: ML-100k and ZhiHu. Both datasets can be easily downloaded from the Internet. Some detailed information of the datasets is shown in Table 3 . • ML-100k. It is maintained by Grouplens , which has been used by many researchers for many years. It includes 100,000 ratings ranging from 1 to 5 from 943 users and 1,682 movies. Content information we used is the age, gender, occupation of users and release year, genres of items.
• ZhiHu. ZhiHu is a Chinese platform which allows users to ask or answer questions on it. It helps users share their knowledge and experiences with others. It held a competition and published its data on Biendata , which is available to the general public. The dataset provides a huge amount of users, items (answers) and their interactions, and aims at predicting whether a user is interested in an answer. User features include the ID, device, position, topic, total counts of user behaviors, etc, and items features include ID, time, total like/dislike counts, and other user behavior counts such as the number of clicks, etc. Privacy information is hidden or replaced by IDs.
Baselines
Our model CC-CC is compared with several state-of-the-art neural recommendation models as follows:
• Wide&Deep [7] . Google proposed it in 2016, which combines the deep neural network and linear models. It is verified as one of the best deep neural recommendation models.
• NFM [13] . The Neural Factorization Machine model proposed in 2017, which uses Bi-Interaction Layer to model feature interactions.
• ACCM [32] . The Attentional Content & Collaborate Model proposed by in 2018. It works on both warm and cold scenarios, and the model adopted a "Cold-Sampling" (CS) strategy to help the attention network learn how to handle the cold data.
These works have compared their models with some famous recommendation algorithms such as ItemKNN [8] , UserKNN [22] , LibFM [31] , BiasedMF [24] , SVD++ [23] and surpassed them. Here we do not compare CC-CC with these algorithms and focus on the three state-of-the-art neural recommendation models. https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/100k/ https://www.zhihu.com/ https://biendata.com/competition/CCIR2018/data/
Evaluation
Each dataset is split into the training (80%), validation (10%) and test (10%) sets. To construct the evaluation sets in different cold ratios, for example, 30% item cold, we randomly choose 30% samples in the validation and test sets, and give each sample a new unique item ID. The validation set is used to conduct early stopping and optimize the hyper-parameters, and the test set is used to evaluate the model performance. To construct MFVs, we randomly choose some values in the feature matrix and give each value an Unknown tag. To evaluate the models, for the rating prediction task on ML-100k, we use Root Mean Square Error (RMSE, lower is better), and for the click prediction task on ZhiHu, we use Area Under Curve (AUC, higher is better). For a fair comparison, we do not use cross features in our model or the Wide&Deep model.
Parameter Setting
We use Adagrad [9] to train the model with mini-batches at the size of 128. NFM and Wide&Deep are trained in regular minibatches, ACCM and CC-CC use "Cold-Sampling" (CS) to train the attention network to handle cold scenarios. The learning rate is searched for each model from 0.001 to 0.1, and early-stopping is conducted according to the performance on the validation set. Embedding size k of user IDs, item IDs and features are set to 64 and batch Normalization (BN) [21] is conducted on the fullyconnected layers. To prevent the model from overfitting, we use both the L 2 -regularization and dropout. The weight of L 2 τ is set between 1e-5 to 1e-3 and dropout ratio is set between 0.05 to 0.2. The CS and FS ratios α, β(β ′ ) are set between 0.0 to 0.2. In AFS, we set β 0 = 0.1 and ∆ = (β ′ − β 0 )/20 so that the FS ratio β e starts from 0.1 and achieves the max value around the 20th epoch, σ (e) = 1.1 1+exp(3−e) and δ = 0.1. We provide the codes for CC-CC in Github at https://github.com/THUIR/CC-CC.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We conduct our experiments mainly to answer the following questions:
RQ1 Does the specific Feature Sampling help handle the missing feature values? RQ2 How does CC-CC perform compared with the state-ofthe-art methods? RQ3 Does Feature Sampling work for different models? 6.1 Performance Comparision (RQ1, RQ2) 6.1.1 Overall Performance. Firstly, the overall performance is shown in the Table 2 . We will give some further studies on FS and model in later sections.
All models are trained with AFS. From the results, we conclude that no matter on the warm/cold data or the data with MFV, CC-CC achieves the best performance. It shows that using the attention mechanism to adjust different information resources is helpful. CC-CC performs better than ACCM, especially in cold data because it has both the deep module and linear module, which considers both raw features and feature interactions, highlighting its advantage of modeling content features on cold data. Test RMSE
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Wide&Deep NFM ACCM CC-CC Figure 5 : Different Amounts of Missing Feature Values. Test sets: randomly 30% item cold, 30% user cold.
We also test the models' performance on datasets suffering from different amounts of MFV. The results are shown in Figure 5 . A percentage of feature values (from 0 to 50%) are randomly removed based on the test set that contains 30% cold users and 30% cold items. Models are trained with AFS. From the results, we can observe that the more feature values are missing, the worse the models perform, which is intuitive because MFV means missing information and unreliable inputs. Generally, our model CC-CC is better than the other baselines when the MFV problem exists in the input data. 6.1.2 Ablation Study. We did some ablation study to understand the effects of FS and feature interactions better. We compare the different training strategies: no FS, RFS and AFS. The results are shown in Feature 6. Models perform badly on data with MFV without FS, showing that the problem should be carefully considered, and FS helps to handle the MFV problem. The strategy introduces more complex feature situations into the training procedure and forces these models to learn how to predict with MFV and unreliable content information. AFS is slightly better than simple RFS because it analyzes the feature importance and provides a more adaptive sampling. Our further experiments in 6.2.2 show that AFS is better than RFS generally on other models and parameters (Figure 8, 9 In this section, we explore the impact of proposed Feature Sampling strategies. Experiments are conducted on a test set that contains 30% cold users, 30% cold items and 10% MFV, respectively.
Representations of MFV.
In the experiments, we use a specific Unknown tag to represent the MFV. For example, in the age column there are three values 0,1,2 to represent Unknown, Adult and Child, respectively. Deep neural models embed these discrete features into vectors, and AFS training strategy helps learn these embeddings. In real-world applications, there are also some other ways to represent the MFVs, such as using the most popular feature value, randomizing a value uniformly or according to the distribution of the observed feature values. We compare these strategies with AFS and the results are shown in Table 4 . Based on the results, leaving the MFVs as the Unknown tag in training and testing procedure without any specific processing brings the worst performance (Unknown Tag). It means that MFV should be carefully considered because it brings uncertainty into the systems, leading to unfavorable impacts on the performance. Replacing the Unknown tag with some feature values can help a little bit (Random, Frequency, Distribution) because these methods construct meaningful inputs that may somehow match the true values. Intuitively, using the most frequent feature value (Frequency) or randomly according to the distribution of the known feature values (Distribution) is better than randomize a feature value uniformly (Random). The reason is that the first two methods give better simulation to the real distribution of the feature values.
However, all these methods force the model to make predictions according to some unknown or wrongly imputed feature values, which is undesirable. What we want is that the model can recognize MFVs and even learn the meaningful representations of the unknown feature values. Using the Unknown tags in the test procedure is fine, but the model should be taught how to handle these tags and what those tags mean. The distributions of the known and unknown feature values are different, and neither of them is the same as the distributions of the training set and testing set. AFS introduces more complex instances of missing feature values into the training procedure, and then forces the model to learn how to handle unreliable inputs. In this way, the model becomes more robust and performs better than other methods. The results show that CC-CC with a powerful content part suffers more from the MFV problem, and ACCM suffers the least because it has an independent CF part for rating prediction. But finally, CC-CC with AFS achieves the best performance. Test RMSE
ML-100k
Wide&Deep NFM ACCM CC-CC Figure 8 : Performances of Different Feature Sampling Ratios. Solid/Dashed lines are experiments with AFS/RFS. Test sets: randomly 30% item cold, 30% user cold, and 10% feature values missing.
The results show that a small ratio of FS (0.1-0.2) is enough for different models. Different models perform best on different feature sampling ratios. But a too large FS ratio will affect the model performance because it prevents the models from learning the relationship between the content features and the final predictions. AFS with large FS ratio performs better than RFS because the FS ratio is adaptively increasing during the training process instead of a fixed ratio. Performance of CC-CC and ACCM are more stable even with few content features thanks to the CF module in their structures. Generally, AFS performs better than RFS in most situations. AFS is less sensitive to the changes of the FS ratio because it provides an adaptive way to sample different amounts of values during the training process.
Feature Sampling Strategies for Different Algorithms (RQ3)
To verify that FS can help different algorithms, we conduct some experiments on the test sets with randomly 10% feature values missing and 30% items cold, 30% users cold, as shown in Figure 9 .
Results show that without FS, Wide&Deep, NFM, and ACCM all suffer from the MFV problem. The reason is that all of the models are trained with sufficient content features. The training procedure does not carefully consider the MFV problem, but the testing set contains many MFVs and has a different data distribution with the training set. ACCM suffers the least because it has an independent CF part (and a simple CB part) for prediction. FS brings MFVs into the training process and improves the model performance. AFS also performs better on other models than RFS.
According to Figure 8 in the previous section, AFS performs better than RFS in most cases with different feature sampling ratios. 
CONCLUSION
In this work, Random Feature Sampling and Adaptive Feature Sampling strategies are proposed to handle the missing feature values, which is an important problem that has not been well studied in previous works. The FS strategies are simple but work for different models including Wide&Deep, NFM, and ACCM. With the help of FS strategies, more feature interactions could be taken into consideration, which suffer greatly from the MFV problem. A novel Content & Context -Content & Collaborate model is proposed to leverage different types of information: feedback, content, and context. In both modules of the model, it utilizes both raw features and feature interactions. It is verified that CC-CC works not only on both warm and cold scenarios, but also with MFVs. Finally, CC-CC achieves better performance than the stateof-the-art methods on two different datasets.
However, giving reasonable outputs with missing feature values is not the terminal of our work. Our further study will work on using observed interactions and feature values to recover some missing feature values. We can use convinced values to partly replace the missing values, which to some extent is different from the missing feature value imputation approach, and it will be helpful to both user modeling and generating personalized recommendations.
